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Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 08/09/2007 :  17:49:46  

"Her assuredness carried her through every genre, making her recordings first and foremost Dusty Springfield songs; everything
else was secondary." 

Good to read 

http://www.bohemian.com/bohemian/02.28.07/dusty-springfield-0709.html

R B

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 08/09/2007 :  18:09:00  

Another interesting and new to me website Rob!.....can't say I've ever heard of the other singer though!

Mark

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 08/09/2007 :  18:41:03  

Dusty did record some fabulous B sides, in the main they could all have passed as A's. Summer is Over is one of the
best and I expect Tom would be thrilled to be compared to Barachach!

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Iceblink
Little by little

USA
268 Posts

Posted - 08/09/2007 :  19:34:17        

Does anyone have a copy of this? I would be interested in reading the liner notes.

tidley papa I am a whoppa!

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 08/09/2007 :  19:45:15  

I agree, 'Summer is over' is my fave B-side (closely followed by 'Spooky')

Frank Ifield released 'Summer is over' as an A-side here in Britain in '64 and was a minor success reaching no.25 in the
chart, I've never heard his version, but I bet had Dusty had it as an A-side it would of been a major hit!

Mark

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 09/09/2007 :  08:40:48  

In the age of downloading it's good to know some people are still interested in liner notes Jason! I am too, plus I just
love to get my hands on a new Dusty CD.
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Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 09/09/2007 :  10:59:50  

Thaks for postin' the sleeve notes Carole, I like reading about individual songs, though I have to disagree with Bob's
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United Kingdom
5309 Posts

review of 'Give me time' saying it dosen't have a distinct charm......'Give me time' has an individual charm of it's
own!.....It's great!!

Never did quite comprehend what the term 'Blousy' meant though, in the Dictionary I have to hand the u is replaced
with a w......I won't say what it means!

Mark

Iceblink
Little by little

USA
268 Posts

Posted - 09/09/2007 :  15:45:41        

Big thanks for taking the time to scan and upload those notes Carole. Your so right about missing the cover art and
liner notes with downloads.I used to spend hours reading them. Hopefully they will remember to start adding those with
the downloads maybe in ebook form or something.

tidley papa I am a whoppa!

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 14/09/2007 :  20:10:24    

Thanx Carole - great work as ever - and great reading too. I like to imagine myself having a cup of coffee with Dusty
under that parasol..

Yes from LP covers shrinking to CD insertss and now... with downloads - nothing. That sure needs fixing somehow.
Most of Dusty's B sides might as well have been A sides in my book. 'Summer is Over' is one of my faves too.

PS I am so glad you are a whoppa Jason - whatever that might mean of course...

;-)T

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/09/2007 :  23:28:58  

It's always annoyed me that they never bothered to cut those straggly bits off the fringe of that parasol!

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  00:25:07    

Oh YES - ha ha ha! I was too busy trying to get eye contact with Dusty to notice!

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  02:57:10  

Actually the straggly bit nearest Dusty is the thingy that you tie the umbrella up with when it is closed if that helps
Carole.

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

Iceblink
Little by little

USA
268 Posts

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  04:25:31        

I love the dress she is wearing in that , it's so mod! Tim it's a line from my favorite movie Hairspray said by Motormouth
Maybelle a soul DJ.

tidley papa I am a whoppa!

Tim
Where am I going?

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  09:25:19    

Yes think you've solved it Kathy - and the one on the left belongs to the next one along. 

I could just see Dusty reaching for her nail scissors...
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United Kingdom
3422 Posts

But what's the odd central line running vertically that looks like a fishing line?? Is that holding the parasol up? (it's not
holding Dusty up - fortunately) 

Well they say life is in the details..

Jason - what a rubbish memory I have - and I have seen the movie too - maybe I wasn't paying attention properly as
usual! I will watch it again now!

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  12:38:18  

That, Tim is the centre part of the CD insert (ie booklet fold) probably with staple!

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  12:59:43    

I knew that!

(blushes hotly)

I wouldn't mind but I have a pin sharp widescreen monitor.. LOL

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/09/2007 :  13:52:14    

quote:

Originally posted by Kathy

Actually the straggly bit nearest Dusty is the thingy that you tie the umbrella up with when it is closed if that helps Carole.

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

But aren't there too stragly bits hanging from the umnbrella?

This is getting as good as the debate about whose hand was on Dusty's leg.
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